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RELIGION 
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A SILKWORM OF ONE'S OWN 

(Points of View Stitched on the Other Veil J
1

Sero te amavi. 

ON THE WAY TO BUENOS AIRES, 

24-28 NOVEMBER 1995

1. -Before the verdict, my verdict, before, befalling me, it drags me down with it in
its fall, before it's too late, stop writing. Full stop, period. Before it's too late, go off
to the ends of the earth like a mortally wounded animal. Fasting, retreat, departure,
as far as possible, lock oneself away with oneself in oneself, try finally to understand 
oneself, alone and oneself. Stop writing here, but instead from afar defy a weaving, 
yes, from afar, or rather see to its diminution. Childhood memory: raising their 
eyes from their woollen threads, but without stopping or even slowing the move
ment of their agile fingers, the women of my family used to say, sometimes, I think, 
that they had to diminish. Not undo, I guess, but diminish, i.e., though I had no 
idea what the word meant then 'but I was all the more intrigued by it, even in love 
with it, that they needed to diminish the stitches or reduce the knit of what they 

l. I Translator's note:] The title and subtitle of the piece already introduce a number of more or less
untranslatable motifs which will run throughout the text. The title, Un ver a soie literally means "A silk
worm," but the play on so� "oneself," is important (as in Une chambre a so� A Room of One's Own). The 
subtitle, Points de vue piques sur I' autre voile, is more difficult. Points de vue more or less corresponds to 
the English "Points of View," but "points" is also the term for a stitch, and, aurally, runs into point de vue 
where the "point" can be mildly old-fashioned intensifier of pas, not-given the developments to come
in the text, point de vue could reasonably be taken as "no view at ali»; piquu here most obviously means 
ID stitch, but carries an overtone of its colloquial meaning to steal, to pinch; and voile could here be
either masculine (veil), or feminine (sail). In this context, the frequent use of voila, "there;"'see" (from
vois la, "see there," butnomophonous with v oile a ... , "[a] veil on") has seemed worth signalling by
keeping the word in French. To the translator's relief and despair, some of these possibilities and diffi
culties are later explicitly discussed in the text, along with their untranslatability. 
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were working on. And for this diminution, needles and hands had to work with two 
loops at once, or at least play with more than one. 

-Which has nothing to do, if I understand aright, with the mastery of a Royal
Weaver or with Penelope's ruse, with the metis of weaving-unweaving. Not even a 
question of pretending, as she did one day, to be weaving a shroud by saving the 
lost threads [les fils perdus: the lost sons], thus preparing a winding sheet for 
Laertes, King of Ithaca and father of Odysseus, for the very one that Athena rejuve
nated by a miracle. Don't lose the thread, that's the injunction that Penelope was 
pretending to follow, but also pretence or fiction, ruse ("I should be grateful to you 
young lords who are courting me, now that King Odysseus is dead, if you could 
restrain your ardour for my hand till I have done this work, so that the threads I 
have spun may not be utterly wasted. It is a winding-sheet for Lord Laertes. When 
he succumbs to the dread hand of Death that stretches all men out at last, I must 
not risk the scandal there would be among my countrywomen here if one who had 
amassed such wealth were put to rest without a shroud"2). 

Whereas in diminution, if I understand aright, the work is not undone ... 
-No, nothing is undone, on the contrary, but I would also like, in my own way,

to name the shroud, and the voyage, but a voyage without return, without a circle 
or journey round the world in any case, or, if you prefer, a return to life that's not a 
resurrection, neither the first nor the second, with and without the grand masters 
of discourse about the Resurrection, Saint Paul or Saint Augustine ... 

-My God, so that's all your new work is, is it, neither an Odyssey nor a
Testament ... 

-No, just the opposite, it is: I'd like to call them to the witness-stand, knowing
that what they say will always be bigger than the tapestry I'll be trying to sew them 
into, while pretending to cross through them-for it will be a crossing. And as 
we're starting to talk in the plane, let's call that crossing a flight and that tapestry a 
flying carpet. We're just leaving the West to lose our Orient-ation. 

-Talking music, you can, decrescendo, diminuendo, attenuate little by little the
intensity of the sound, but also "diminish" the intervals. Whilst in the language of 
rhetoric, a little like litotes, like extenuation or reticence, a "diminution" consists in 
saying less, sure, but with a view to letting more be understood. 

-But "letting" thus-and who lets what, who lets who, be understood?-one
can always speak of diminution by diminution. And, by this henceforth uncatchable 
stitching, still let rhetoric appropriate the truth of the verdict. A trope would still in 

2. [Translator's note:] Odyssey, II, 96-104, tr. E. V. Rieu (Harmondsworth, Middlesex, England:
Penguin, 1946), pp. 39-40. Penelope's speech here is in fact being reported to the Assembly at Ithaca by 
Antinous, the leader of the Suitors. 
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this case be coming to dictate to it the true-say of its veridictum, of this verdict which 
seems to have been at the beginning, like your first word. By virtue of this strange ver
dict, without truth, without veracity, without veridicity, one would never again reach 

· the thing itself, one would above all never touch it. Wouldn't even touch the veil
behind which a thing is supposed to be standing, not even the veil before which we
sigh together, before which we are together sighing. For the same cause, a common
cause. Ah, how tired we are, how I would like finally to touch "veil:' the word and the
thing thus named, the thing itself and the vocable! I would like not only to see them,
see in them, towards them or through them, the word and the thing, but maintain a
discourse about them which would, finally, touch, in short a "relevant" discourse
which would say them properly, even if it no longer gives anything to be seen.

-We'll have to give up touching as much as seeing, and even saying. Intermin
able diminution. For you must know right now: to touch "that" which one calls
"veil" is to touch everything. You'll leave nothing intact, safe and sound, neither in
your culture, nor.in your memory, nor in your language, as soon as you take on the
word "veil." As soon as you let yourself be caught up in it, in the word, first of all the
French word, to say nothing yet about the thing, nothing will remain, nothing will
remain any more.

-We'll soon see how to undo or rather diminish. Diminish the infinite, dimin
ish ad infinitum, why not? That's the task or the temptation, the dream, since ever.
You're dreaming of taking on a braid or a weave, a warp or a woof, but without
being sure of the textile to come, if there is one, if any remains and without know
ing if what remains to come will still deserve the name of text, especially of the text
in the figure of a textile. But you insist on writing to it, doing without undoing,
from afar, yes, from afar, like before life, like after life, on writing to it from a lower
corner of the map, right at the bottom of the world, in sight of Tierra del Fuego, in
the Magellan strait, in memory of the caravels. In memory of him for whom every
thing turned out so badly, once he'd gone through the strait. Poor Magellan, you
can say that again. Because I can still see those caravels. On writing to him from
afar as if, caught in the sails and pushed towards the unknown, at the point of this
extremity, as if someone were waiting for the new Messiah, i.e., a "happy event":
nicknamed the verdict. Unbeknownst to everything and everyone, without know
ing or being sure of anything. The infinite finite time of a trial which consists less in
waiting for this or that verdict than in the straits of an implacable suspicion: and
what if you were imposing the duration of this trial on yourself so as not to want
what you know yon want or to want what you believe you no longer want, i.e. the
due date of such and such a verdict, that one and no other? Not with a view to not
wanting what you want but because you no longer want your wanting, whence the
interminable imminence of the verdict?
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-Yes, but the due date of a verdict which will therefore no longer be the revela
tion of a truth, a verdict without truth, as we were saying, without veracity or 
veridicity, yes but a date which is no longer caught up in the fold or unfolding of a 
veil. Quite differently, still earlier, or later, I see him waiting fo� an event of quasi
resurrection which, for once, therefore in view of a first and last time, would have 
nothing to do with an unveiling, nothing to do with what they call a truth, with the 
dictation of a truth, if you're fixed on that, or with an unburying. What would as if
mean from the moment-a revolutionary or messianic moment-when I was 
determining the as if on the basis of exemplary phrases such as 'it's as if I were alive' 
or 'it's as if I were dead'? What would "as if" mean then, I ask. To whom would I 
ever dare address such phrases? Now, in order to start a diminution ad infinitum,

you'd have to write him from the very distant place of this as if. For that, with that 
in view, you have to wait for the Messiah as for the imminence of a verdict which 
unveils nothing consistent, which tears no veil. 

-You poor thing, you poor thing: finishing with the veil will always have been
the very movement of the veil: un-veiling, unveiling oneself, reaffirming the veil in 
unveiling. It finishes with itself in unveiling, does the veil, and always with a view to 
finishing off in self-unveiling. Finishing with the veil is finishing with self. Is that 
what you're hoping for from the verdict? 

-Perhaps, no doubt. I fear so, I hope so.
-There's no chance of that ever happening, of belonging to oneself enough (in

some s'avoir,3 if you want to play) and of succeeding in turning such a gesture 
towards oneself. You'll end up in imminence-and the un-veiling will still remain a 
movement of the veil. Does not this movement always consist, in its very consis
tency, in its texture, in finishing itself off, lifting itself, disappearing, drawing itself 
aside to let something be seen or to let it be, to let?

-Yes and no. A signature, if it happens, will have pushed that destiny off course.
Of course, we have always to remember the other veil, but by forgetting it, where 
you're expecting something else again, preparing yourself for a form of event with
out precedent, without eve, and keep vigil for the corning of the "without eve:' vigil 
over it, see to it that it surprises you. Of course you will not forget that the Temple 
veil was torn on the death of the Messiah, the other one, the ancestor from Bethle
hem, the one of the first or second resurrection, the true-false Messiah who heals 
the blind and presents himself saying "I am the truth and the life," the very one in 
whose name the christophelical caravels discovered America and everything that 
followed, the good and the worst. At the moment of his death, the Temple veil is 
supposed to have torn ... 

3. [Translator's note:) Savoir, to know, S'avoir, to have or possess oneself.

--------·'-···--·····�----· 
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-Shall we say that in tearing thus the veil revealed at last what it ought to hide,

shelter, protect? Must we understand that it tore, simply, as if the tearing finally 

signed the end of the veil or of veiling, a sort of truth laid bare? Or rather that it was 

torn in two, as Matthew and Mark say, down the middle says Luke, which maybe 

gives two equal veils at the moment when, as the sun goes black, everything 

becomes invisible?4 Now this veil, remember, was one of the two veils of Exodus,5 

no doubt the first, made of blue and purple and scarlet, a veil made of "fine

twined" or "twisted" linen. Inside it was prescribed to install the ark of the testi

mony. This veil will be for you, says Yahve to Moses, the separation between the holy 

and the most holy, between the tabernacle and the tabernacle of tabernacles.6 The 

4. "Kai idou to katapetasma tou naou eskhisthe [ ap'] anothen eos kato eis duo ... Et ecce velum tem
pli scissum est in duas partes a summo usque desorsum." (Matthew, 27:51); "tout heliou eklipontos ... 
eskhisthe de to katapetasma tou naou meson ... Et obscuratus est sol; et velum templi scissum est 
medium ... " (Luke, 23:45); "Kai to katapetasma tou naou eskhisthe eis duo ap'anothen eos kato ... Et 
velum templi scissum est in duo, a summo usque deorsum" (Mark, 25:38). 

5. Exodus, 26:3 I.

6. We would need to cite more than one translation. Some oppose the veil to the curtain (A.

Chouraqui, Noms, Desclee de Brouwer; Louis Segond, Nouvelle edition de Geneve, 1979, Societe biblique 
de Geneve), the other distinguishes curtain (instead of veil) from drape (E. Dhormes, in the Bibliotheque 
de la Pleiade). [The Authorised translation has "vail" and "hanging"; the New Revised version has "cur
tain" and "screen." -tr.] In the case of the first veil or first curtain, we're dealing with the work of an artist 
or an inventor; the second (curtain or drape) is merely the work of an embroiderer: "work of embroi
dery;' "embroiderer's work:' The difference appears to be clearly made [ though perhaps less so in the 
English translations: the Authorised version is less clear: "And thou shalt make a vail of blue, and purple, 
and scarlet, and fine twined linen of cunning work: with cherubims shall it be made" (XXVI, 31); "And 
thou shalt make an hanging of the door of the tent, of blue, and purple, and scarlet, with fine twined 
linen, wrought with needlework" (XXVI, 36). The New Revised Edition has "You shall make a curtain of 
blue, purple, and crimson yarns, and of fine, twisted linen; it shall be made with cherubim skillfully 
worked into it" (XXVI, 3 I); "You shall make a screen for the entrance of the tent, of blue, purple, and 
crimson yarns, and of fine twisted linen, embroidered with needle-work:' (XXVI, 36). On the one hand, 
art and inaugural invention, on the other, a secondary know-how or technique. Two examples (italics 
mine [I have translated these French translations as literally as is feasible-tr.]): 

Make a veil: I azure, purple, scarlet cochenille, I byssus twist, I it will be an inventor's work: griffons./ 
You will give it on four acacia columns, I covered with gold, their hooks of gold, I on four silver plinths. 
Give the veil, under the hooks, have come there, inside the veil, I the ark of testimony. And the veil will 
distinguish for you I between the sanctuary and the sanctuary of sanctuaries, I Give the veil on the ark 
of testimony, I in the sanctuary of sanctuaries. I Place the table outside the veil, I and the candelabrum 
opposite the table, I on the wall of the dwelling, towards the South. Give the table on the wall to the 
North. I Make a curtain for the opening of the tent: I azure, purple, scarlet cochenille, I byssus twist, I
embroiderer's work ... ( Chouraqui: in a later edition, in 1985, the translation is substantially modified: 
"veil" is replaced now by "screen," now by "absolutory," "inventor " by "weaver.") 

You will also make the Curtain of violet purple and red purple, of scarlet vermilion and fine linen 
twist. It will be made [ornamented] with Cherubim, artist's work. I You will place it on four acacia 
columns covered with gold, with golden hooks on four silver bases. You will place the Curtain under 
the hooks and there, within the Curtain, you will place the Ark of the Testimony. The Curtain will be 
for you the separatio!Tbetween the Holy and the Holy of Holies. I You will place the Propitiatory on the 
Ark of the testimony in the Holy of Holies. I You will put the Table outside the Curtain and the 
Candelabrum opposite the Table on the side of the Dwelling to the South; you will place the Table on 
the north side. I Then you will make a Drape at the entry of the Tent, of violet purple and red purple, 
in crimson vermilion and fine linen twist, embroiderer's work. (Dhormes) 
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veil tearing down the middle, is that the end of such a separation, of that isolation, 
that unbelievable solitude of belief? 

-I know of no other separation in the world, or which would be commensu
rable with that one, analogous, comparable to that one which allows us to think 
nonetheless every other separation, and first of all the separation which separates 
from the wholly other. Thanks to a veil given by God, and giving here is ordering 
[donner c'est ici ordonnerJ. Whether or ngt this unbelievable separation (belief 
itself, faith) came to an end with the death of Christ, will it ever be comprehended, 
will it ever be comprehensible in the veiled folds of a Greek aletheia? No being, no 
present, no presentation can here be indicated in the indicative. It was, is, shall be, 
shall have been, should have been for all time the sentence, the saying of God, his· 
verdict: by God order (is) given to give the veil, the veil (is) the gift ( that it is) 
ordered to give. Nothing else that is. God would thus be the name of what gives the 
order to give the veil, the veil between the holy and the holy of holies. Now "God:' 
the name of God, distinguishes between the artist or inventor of the veil, on the one 
hand, and the embroiderer on the other. Both are men, if I have understood aright, 
human beings, and men rather than women. But they do not work in the same 
fashion. Their fashion is different. Like their manner, their hands, their handwork 
and the place of their work: inside, within the secret for the artist or the inventor, 
and almost outside, at the entrance or the opening of the tent for the embroiderer, 
who remains on the threshold. And that in view of which they work in this way: 
veil, curtain, drape, is nothing less than the dwelling of God, his dwelling, his ethos, 

his being-there, his sojourn, his halt to come: "For me they shall make a sanctuary. 
I shall dwell in their bosom."7 He who lives there, in this ethos, and this Who is also 
a What, like a Third Party, is the Law, the text of the law. 

-Here, in this very place where we are ...
-... where we're taking ourselves ...

- ... where we are going, do I understand aright, it would be something else,

even if the concern remained still to distinguish between the holy and the holy of·

holies. Will you ever give up on this concern? This concern that Hegel in the tradi

tion of a Pompey he understood so well, will never really have accepted, concerned

as he was to distinguish between the secret of the Jews and the mystery of the Gods

of Eleusis. 8 Thinking this concern meant also traversing it, transfixing it with truth,

7. Tr. A. Chouraqui. "And they will make me a sanctuary and I shall dwell in the midst of them"
(Dhormes). "They will make me a sanctuary, and I shall live in their midst." 

8. [Editor's note by Rene Major for the French publication of this text in Le contretemps, 2 (1997)]
T he consequence of this is analysed in Glas (Galilee, 1974 [tr. John P. Leavey, Jr, and Richard Rand, 
University of Nebraska Press, 1986]), for example around the following passage: 
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A SILKWORM OF ONE'S OWN 

going towards something else and ending up forgetting it. An absolute knowledge 

[savoir] will never accept this unique separation, that in the veiled place of the 

Wholly Other, nothing should present itself, that there be Nothing there that is, 

nothing that is present, nothing that is in the present. 

-Truth, if we need it and if you still care, still seems to wait. In sericulture

before the verdict, another figure ... 

-Sericulture, you mean the culture of silk?

-Patience, yes, the culture of the silkworm, and the quite incomparable patience

it demands from a magnanier, the sericultivator. Where we're going, before the ver

dict falls, then, at the end of this time that is like no other, nor even like the end of 

time, another figure perhaps upsets the whole of history from top to bottom, and 

upsets even the meaning of the word "history" neither a history of a veil, a veil to be 

lifted or tom, nor the Thing, nor the Phallus nor Death, of course, which would sud

denly show itself at the last coup de theatre, at the instant of a revelation or an unveil

ing, nor a theorem wrapped up in shroud or in modesty, neither aletheia, nor 

homoiosis, nor adequatio, nor Enthullung, nor Unverborgenheit, norErschlossenheit, 

nor Entdecktheit nor Obereinstimmung, nor modesty, halt or reticence of Verhalt

entheit, but another unfigurable figure, beyond any holy shroud, the secret of a face 

which is no longer even a face if face tells of vision and a story of the eye. Wait with

out horizon, then, and someone else one knows too well, me for example, why not, 

but come back from so far, from so low, quick or dead, wait for the other who 

comes, who comes to strike dumb the order of knowledge: neither known nor 

unknown, too well-known but a stranger from head to foot, yet to be born. It will be 

But this place and this figure have a singular structure: the structure encloses its void within itself, shel
ters only its own interiorised desert. It opens onto nothing, encloses nothing, contains as its treasure 
only nothingness: a hole an empty spacing, a death. A death or a dead man, because according to Hegel 
space is death and because this space is also one of absolute vacuity. Nothing behind the curtains. 
Hence the ingenuous surprise of the non-Jew when he opens, when he is allowed to open or when he 
violates the tabernacle, when he enters the dwelling or the temple and after so many ritual detours to 
reach the secret centre, he discovers nothing-only nothingness. 

No centre, no heart, an empty space, nothing. 
You undo the bands, move the cloths, pull back the veils, part the curtains: nothing but a black hole 

or a deep gaze, colourless, formless and lifeless. This is the experience of the powerful Pompey at the 
end of his avid exploration: 'lf no form (Gestalt) was offered to sensibility (Empfindung ), meditation 
and adoration of an invisible object had at least to be given a direction (Richtung) and a delimitation 
( Umgrenzung) enclosing that object-Moses gave them this in the form of the Holy of Holies of the 
Tabernacle, and subsequently the temple. Pompey was surprised when he got into the most inner place 
of the Temple, the centre (Mittelpunkt) of adoration and there, at the root of the national spirit, in the 
hope of recognising the living soul of this exceptional people at its centre and perceiving a being I an 
essence, Wesen J offered to his meditation, something full of meaning ( Sinvolles) offered to his respect, 
and when entering the secret [ the familiar and secret intimacy, Geheimnis J before the ultimate specta
cle he felt himself mystified (getiluscht) and found what he was looking for in an empty space ( in einem 
leeren Raume) (p. 60 [pp. 49-50; tr. mod.]). 
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the end of history in this sense. Verdict: end of the end of history, everything is going 
to start again, and with no shroud we would know what to do with. More or less 
than-diminished. Enough heritage, dream your caravel, unless a heritage is still 
looming and expected at this instant, at this point of verdict. 

-You don't believe in it yourself. I'm warning you, you won't escape, even if the
verdict is favourable, i.e., negative. At least as for what you will be too quick to nick
name "aporia;' that is, that, well, in any case.the veil lifts. It's either or. Either the veil 
remains a veil, therefore destined to lift, thus following its own movement (and 
tearing basically changes nothing here), or else you want to undo yourself from it 
without undoing it, as you've been claiming for a moment, in which case it still lifts 
or removes itself, you allow it to sublate itself [se relever], intact or torn, which 
comes to the same thing. Two liftings, then, the one no longer belonging to the 
other but because it belongs to the other, by belonging to the other. L'une se garde

de l'autre.9 The one toward the other. With a view to the other. Will you be able to 
interrupt it? You want to have finished with the veil, and no doubt you will finish, 
but without having finished with it. To have finished with oneself, that's the veil. 
That's it, just that, itself in oneself. Just where you have finished with it, it will sur
vive you, always. That's why, far from being one veil among others, example or 
sample, a shroud sums up the essence of the veil. So you haven't stopped trembling 
since your departure for the other side of the world. You're not trembling because 
of leaving, but at what is waiting for you on your return ... 

-No, because the point is that it is no longer me in question, but what we're
here calling the verdict. A still unknown verdict for an indeterminable fault, all the 
perjuries in the world, blasphemies, profanations, sacrileges, there have been so 
many. In any case, as for me, I'm lost. But I'd still like it to happen to me and cause 
my downfall thus and not otherwise. Because I feel that the time of this verdict, if it 
could finally open up a new era, is so paradoxical, twisted, tortuous, against the 
rhythm, that it could mime the quasi-resurrection of the new year only by sealing 
forever the "so late, too late," in what will not even be a late conversion. A "so late, 
too late, sero" (life will have been so short), a delay I am complaining about, feeling 
sorry for myself while complaining about it [ me plaignant moi-mime en me plaig

nant de lui], accusing, Klagen, Anklagen. But to whom do I make this complaint? 

9. [Translator's note:] Deux releves, done, l'une ne relevant plus de l'autre mais parce qu'el/e releve de
l'autre, pour relever de l'autre. L'une se garde de l'autre. The first sentence plays across the noun releve, 
proposed by Derrida to translate Hegel's Aujhebung, and the verb relever de, to belong to, to be a matter 
for, to come under. The formula L'une se garde de l'autre, used by Derrida in, for example, Mal d'archive 
(Paris: Galilee, 1995 ), 124--25, condenses se garder de quelque chose, to beware of something, to steer clear 
of something, to protect oneself against something, here the other, and se garder quelque chose ( with the 
de I' now becoming a partitive article), to keep something for oneself, here to keep some other for oneself. 
"The one keeps the other ( off)," perhaps. Here the feminine l'une refers to the re/eve mentioned earlier. 
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